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Two classical approaches in turbulent premixed combustion modelling are the one based on the reaction-diffusion equation, e.g. \cite{1}, and that based on the G-equation, e.g. \cite{2}. These two approaches can be considered alternatives to each other because the solution of the reaction-diffusion equation is generally a continuous smooth function that has an exponential decay, and it is non-zero in an infinite domain, while the G-equation, which is strongly connected to the front tracking technique named level-set method \cite{3}, generates a sharp function that is non-zero on a compact domain. However, it is here shown that these two approaches are indeed complementary and they can be reconciled. Starting from the G-equation and the random motion of the flame front, following the average procedure adopted by Oberlack et al. \cite{4}, an integral representation for the average progress variable is derived \cite{5}. This averaged formulation takes into account the probability density function of the Lagrangian particle displacement within the turbulent flow \cite{5}. The emerging evolution equation for such averaged progress variable is an equation of reaction-diffusion type. As the turbulent diffusion vanishes, the particle density tends to a Dirac delta function and the G-equation is recovered, while when a Gaussian density is assumed the Zimont equation is obtained \cite{6}. This approach can be considered the natural three-dimensional generalization including the mean front curvature for the Zimont equation. The potentiality of the proposed approach are investigated analytically and numerically focusing on the effects on the front evolution of parabolic-\cite{5}, hyperbolic-\cite{7} and fractional-diffusion \cite{8,9} processes for the Lagrangian turbulent motion, as well as on the effects of the mean front curvature.
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